
Our company is looking to fill the role of leader, sourcing. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for leader, sourcing

Support the RFP process - RFP development, issuance, analysis, follow-up
questions and requests for information
Support implementation as needed
Provide benchmarking and industry intel support in make vs
Effectively interfacing with internal customers and suppliers at all levels in
support of highly complex assignments with emphasis on negotiations,
relationship management, effective communication and timely completion of
initiatives
Negotiation of pricing, contract terms and conditions for long term
commitments and handling highly specialized, complex assignments with
emphasis on negotiations, relationship management, effective communication
and timely completion of initiatives
Responsibility for determining category strategy, assigning supplier/project
initiatives to Sourcing Manager(s) including but not limited to sourcing
initiatives, corporate communication, issue resolution, coordination of RFIs,
RFPs, supplier identification and selection, negotiation of pricing and contract
terms, analytics and ability to quickly come up to speed on commodities
never before handled and provide direction and mentoring to direct reports
Work as liaison on initiatives between supplier, internal customer, legal and
risk management to obtain a successful contract that offers best overall fit for
the needs of the company
Assist internal customers to understand policies and procedures ability to
identify and offer suggestions regarding process improvement to
management

Example of Leader, Sourcing Job Description
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Ensure smooth operation of Sourcing processes (RFI, RFP, RFQ and eAuction)
for Budapest based sourcing roles

Qualifications for leader, sourcing

Definition of robust and auditable business processes and detailed
procedures
Definition and implementation of tool requirements in conjunction with
others communications
Developing a high performing team through training and where necessary
hiring
Ongoing management (including team leadership) of the regulatory sourcing
model, including
Allocation and agreement of ownership for each identified change, escalating
where necessary
At least 5 years of professional experience within banking, ideally with
experience of handling regulatory change


